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A man on women

Mild with a high of 62.

Speaker deals with sports
and feminism.
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Senate's cj.ty
•
•
voice resigns
I

By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

Eight days after his appointment, Student Government's
representative to the Charleston City Council resigned
his post Wednesday.
Senior marketing niajor
Jason Howard, whose appointment was scheduled to be considered by the full Student
Senate Wednesday, said in a
letter that a time conflict
would prevent his attending
Wednesday night senate meetings.
Howard was not at
Wednesday's meeting.
Student Body President
Luke Neumann said he would
name another appointee by
Friday.
Because several previous
representatives to the City
Council have seldom attended
council meetings, Neumann
announced last month that all
future representatives would

be required to
report weekly
to the senate,
which meets
each Wednesday.
In other
business, the
senate refused to apJason Howard prove calendar changes
being considered for the 199495 academic year Wednesday,
. members saying they didn't
have enough time or information to make an informed deci- .
sion.
Senate Speaker Bobby
Smith said the senate was
unaware of any changes in
next year's calendar that
might need approval until Lou
Hencken, vice president for
student affairs, showed him
the calendar at last week's
senate meeting. Smith said
• Continued on Page 2
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Pucker up
Scott Mwphy, ajuniorjournalism major, volunteered to give Magivian Tim Balster a twenty
dollar bill Wednesday night at the magician's show in the Grand Ballroom of the University
Union. After giving up his cash, Murcphy has to kiss the baUon dog to retrieve the $20 from
inside of it. The show was part of the Union's open house, "Unlock the Magic." See story
Page3.

Eastern has highest student fees .of BOG schools
By ANDY PURCELL
Staff writer

,,,,.,
.L

Although a recent report by the
he fact that Eastern students aren't required
Illinois Board of Higher Education
shows the cost of an Eastern education: tQ purchase their textbooks is definitely related to
is on the rise, one Eastern administra- the fact that we have the highest student fees out
fur says students here are getting their
of all the Board of Governors schools."
money's worth.
-Lou Hencken
Eastern has the same tuition rates
($924 per semester for a full-time
Vice president for student affairs
IUinois resident) as other Board of
Governors Universities. The BOG oversees Chicago State, Governor's State, $700 a year, a 15.5 percent or $94
Hencken said fees increased because
Northeastern Illinois and Western increase from last year.
of increases in the health services fee,
Illinois universities.
Other BOG student fee totals are:
grant-in-aid fees, union fees, and the
Of the fkti universities, however,
• Northeastern students pay $493, a new computer-technology fee of $10 per
Eastern has the highest student fees.
10.8 percent or $48 increase from last semester.
Eastern students pay $750 a year in year.
Eastern students voted to institute
student fees. Last academic year, stu• Chicago State students pay $350 a the computer fee during last year's
dents paid $685. This year's hike of $67 year in fees.
Student Senate election.
is a 9.8 percent increase.
Hencken said the fact that student
• At $130 a year, Governor's State
After Eastern, Western Illinois stu- University has the lowest students fee fees at Eastern are the highest of the
dents are next highest billed, paying rate of all BOG schools.
BOG universities may be misleading.

Because of the location and residential
nature of other BOG campuses, both
Eastern and Western must provide students with health services and recreational services.
"The fact that Eastern students
aren't required to purchase their textbooks is definitely related to the fact
that w:e have the highest student fees
out of all the Board of Governors
schools," Hencken said.
"In fact, every year when we turn
our fees into the board (Illinois Board
of Higher Education) we include the
fact that textbooks are not purchased
by our students."
Hencken added that because students aren't required to purchase their
textbooks they pay $59 fee to help
fund the textbook rental system.
Hencken said that although the fee
to pay for health services increased it is

a

• Continued on Page 2

Greg Jackson's hearing canceled Wednesday
The expected return of
reg Jackson, the Eastern
student indicted for murder,
and a scheduled protest of his
interim suspension failed to
materialize Wednesday when
a Judicial Affairs Board hearing to consider the matter was
canceled.
Stanley Hill, Jackson's
attorney, said the hearing,
where Jackson was expected

to appeal his suspension, was
canceled as part of an agreement between the university
and Hill's law firm.
"We felt it would be in the
best interest of (Jackson) to
delay the hearing pending our
investigation of the case," Hill
said.
Jackson may request a
hearing at any time because
he is appealing the suspension, Hill said.
"This is only an interim
suspension, and we have

more important things to tend
to right now," Hill said.
Hill was referring to
Friday's arraignment hearings at which Jackson will
enter a plea of not guilty to
charges of first-degree murder
and attempted robbery.
The suspension was a
direct result of the criminal
investigation agaillst Jackson,
Hill said.
Jackson and two other
Chicago men were indicted
Sep~. 2 on charges of first-

degree murder and attempted
robbery in connection with
the July shooting death of
Sheilah Doyl~, a 40-year-old
nurse, in Palos Park near
Chicago.
Shannon Ford, president of
Eastern's Black Student
Union, said several BSU
members and other Jackso:n.
supporters showed up at 3
p.m. to find there were no officials in the room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union where the

hearing was to take place.
"rm not sure if the hearing
will be rescheduled, but if
(Judicial Affairs) does
reschedule it, we'll be out
there again," Ford said.
Ford said several of
Jackson's closest friends and
his girlfriend, Tasha Kelly,
plan to travel to Chicago
Friday for Jackson's arraignment. They are have also circulated a petition declaring

• Continued on Page 2
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Executions on the
Senate's--------- rise in U.S. states
of adaptation for freshman
and new students. That's the
Hencken had asked for the time set aside to pick up
schedules and books or just
senate's approval by today.
Calendar changes being to walk around and get to
considered for the 1994-95 know the campus."
Senate member Michael
academic year include a
weeklong Thanksgiving . Smyth said the change would
break,
elimination of make it more difficult for
Saturday final exams, elimi- students to have enough time
nation of October fall break to move to school in the fall. ·
"If classes were to begin on
and moving the first day of
class in the semester from Monday, students would
have to move here on
Wednesday to Monday.
Under the revised calen- Thursday or Friday to have
dar, the Friday of finals week enough time to get settled
would have two scheduled and get their books and IDs,"
exam periods, and the time Smyth said. "For that to hapbetween final exams would pen, a lot of parents would
be reduced from 30 minutes have to take time off work to
help their kids move. I don't
to 15 minutes.
"This is a bad idea," senate know if it's realistic to expect
member Steve Hartsfield all parents to be able to do
said. "I think the Monday that."
Senate members also said
and Tuesday before classes
begin are traditionally days they did not like the idea of

., Continued from Page 1

WASHINGTON (AP) - States already have executed 32
prisoners this year, 14 in Texas alone, and more than in
any year since 1962.
The pace likely will quicken because federal courts are
"more and more willing to let states pull the switch," one
death penalty foe said Wednesday.
When 31-year-old murderer Joe Louis Wise went to
Virginia's electric chair late Tuesday, he became the 220th
person executed in America since 1977, when Gary
Gilmore's death before a Utah firing squad ended a 10-year
hiatus for capital punishment.
Last year there were 31 executions.
"The death penalty is the violent response of a violent
society to the violence it both fears and is fascinated by,"
said Herman Schwartz, an American University law professor. "Violence in movies and teleV'ision is pervasive, so it
must be a popular commodity. The death penalty represents revenge against vicious people whose exploits are
portrayed in movies and on television."
Schwartz called death penalty opponents "a feeble
minority." Leigh Dingerson of the National Coalition to
Abolish the Death Penalty called the rising numbers of
executions "discouraging but not wholly unexpected."
"The number of men and women on death rows is
approaching 3,000. It's inevitable more of them will be
exhausting their appeals," she said.
Dingerson said the nation's courts have grown impatient
with capital punishment disputes.
"We're seeing more and more cases tossed out of the
courts, especially federal courts, that would have been
heard five years ago," she said. "The courts are more and
more willing to let states pull the switch."
Dingerson criticized the pace of executions in Texas, but
William Zapalac, an assistant attorney general in Austin,
said his state merely has developed greater "expertise" in
moving capital cases through the criminal justice system.
"Early on, beginning in 1976, district attorneys in Texas
and lawyers in this office made a concerted effort to be very
thorough and precise in how these cases were put before
the courts," Zapalac said Wednesday. "There's a very high
level of support among the citizens of Texas for the death
penalty."
The Supreme Court ruled in 1972 that capital punishment laws that existed then were unconstitutional. In fact,
no execution had occurred since 1967.
States responded to the 1972 ruling by enacting new
laws, and in 1976 the high court said the death penalty
was constitutional under certain guidelines. Gilmore's execution was the first after that ruling.
The number of U.S. executions dwindled throughout the
1960s.
There were 4 7° in 1962, but only 46 over the next five
years.
Thousands of prisoners were executed in the preceding
three decades. In 1935 alone, 199 executions were carried
out.

losing the Friday study day
that the current academic
calendar allows on the day
before finals exams begin.
"I know I use that day to
the fullest," said Luke
Neumann, student body
president. "A lot of other students do too. Some need it
just to get caught up."
Senate member Matt
Greider said he did not like
the fact that the senate was
not given advance notice or
. information on the proposed
changes.
"As it is, we have no choice
but to vote no (on recommending the changes)
because we didn't have time
to discuss this, we didn't
have the facts on why these
changes came about, we
didn't have time to think
things through," Greider
said.

Eastern
He cited the fact that the other BOG schools
are not residential campuses like Eastern and
still .a fair price ($25.80 per semester) for stu- Western and, therefore, don't have· to provide
· as many services for their students.
d~nts to pay.
Hencken said Eastern's Student Recreation
"I think its pretty fair," he said. "If you go to
a regular (off-campus) doctor's office, you'll pay Center also makes Eastern's fees higher than
at least $25 for one visit. Here, you pay $25.80 the other BOG schools' but still a fair rate.
per semester and ·ca.n go (to the Health
"I think the fact that you can use the
Service) as often as you need to."
Student Recreation Center for a whole
Eastern's Health Service fee is still lower semester for $50 is extremely fair," Hencken
·
than Western's· ($45 per semester) and "by far · said.
the lowest in the state," Hencken said.

• Continued From Page 1

. Jackson~-------~
· felony.
.,, Continued from Page 1
Judicial Affairs officer
support for Jackson.
Keith Kohanzo said he could
• "I don't know if they are not confirm that Jackson's
still going to present the peti- . hearing was canceled. Federal
tion at the arraignment, but I law prevents him from disdo know they are planning on cussing any aspect of individgoing up there," Ford said.
ual disciplinary cases.
Lou Hencken, vice presiUnder the rules of the
Judicial Affairs Board, inter- dent for student affairs, would
im suspensions are given to not release any information
any student accused of a regarding Jackson's future

plans at.Eastern.
"We don't want to try to be
difficult or seem like we are
trying to hide something, but
federal law keeps us from
releasing that type of information," Hencken said.
Ford said, "Personally, I feel
(Judicial Affairs) should have
waited for the outcome of the
trial before making a decision."
D
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Feminism speaker focuses

OD· me~

By I.A SHINDA CLARK

Staff writer

ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Senior photographer

Jackson Katz, a former professionalfootball player lectures on violence against women to
a crowd of approximately 90 students Wednesday night in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union's Grand Ballroom

Men should take more
responsibility for their actions
toward women, former
National Football League player Jackson Katz told a group of
about 90 students Wednesday.
Katz, the first male graduate from the University of
Massachusetts with a minor in
women's studies, is the
founder of "Real Men," a group
designed to prevent violence
against women.
In his presentation, Katz
focused on the importance of
men respecting women as they
would their own mother or sister.
''We are always focusing on
the girls or women who are the
victims and survivors of violence, but little attention is
being paid to the men," Katz
said.
Katz conducted an impromptu survey of audience
members to demonstrate that
women are always more aware
of their surroundings and personal safety then men.
Most women think that they
need to be more aware of a
stranger on the street, but
they should be more cautious
of an intimate partner, Katz

Faculty senate members named to
By JOHN FERAK
Administration editor

Three Faculty Senate members were named Tuesday to
serve on the review committee
for the President Council's
articulated plan in hopes of
ensuring faculty involvement
in the process to reshape
Eastern's future.
At the Faculty Senate meeting, Gail Mason, Richard
Wandling and Jane Lasky were
all appointed to serve on
Eastern President David Jorns'
review committee, which would
review the President Council's
articulated plan contents and
ensure affirmative action
guidelines are met if reassignment of some administrators
becomes a reality.
Originally, Jorns wanted to
take steps to implement the
President Council's articulated
plan after Sept. 15. Items
included in the articulated plan
called for administrative reassignments to different offices,
establishing an Enrollment
Management Office and having
some type of non-credit voluntarism class or community project required for graduation.
Jorns said the review committee's sole purpose is to make
sure that all affirmative action
and legal guidelines for hiring
practices and reassignments of
some administrative positions
are met in the President
Council's master plan.
"They can tell me whether
our reassignments are appro-

,..

said.
Katz added that women
should know about protecting
themselves from their sexuil'l
partners because, according .to·
the FBI, each day four women
are murdered by their husbands or boyfriends and one
out of three women will be the
victim of rape or attempted
rape in her lifetime.
Katz said men are constantly faced with issµes threatening their manhood that cause
them to believe they need to
show aggressiveness toward
women.
He explained that most men
do not speak up for women
because they fear being called
names.
Men growing up in today's
society are learning to be violent from television and movie
films. Before young men can
fully understand their sexuality, they see films that portray
young women as victims, he
said. That trend contributes to
murder rates.
''Until we name the problem
and deal with it, we have no
hope in solving the problem,"
·
Katz said.
He added that men should
listen to women more ·and
donate money to underfunded
battered women shelters.

committ~ee·

,:MeIDbers.hope·to info1:n1 ·cam.pus co
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priate or not," Jorns said of the Affirmative Action Review CAA concerning his University Faculty Senate passed 'a resolution that would allow it time to
review committee's chief duty. Committee two and one mem- Strategic Plan.
"They will report their deci- ber from the Council on
In August, Jorns announced review each of the documents
sions back to me."
Academic Affairs, Council on his master plan for the univer- turned in by other campus bodJorns said if the review com- Teacher Education and the sity listing the university's ies including CAA, Graduate
mittee felt a search committee Graduate Studies Council. vision statement and direction Studies and the Council on
needed to be conducted to fill a Jorns said he would like the Eastern hopes to head for the Teacher Education.
The Faculty Senate will have
reassigned position, he would review committee to meet year2000.
honor its decision and follow . sometime next week.
The strategic plan also lists 15 review days once all docuthrough on the recommendaAlthough the selection pro- four goals of the university ments are turned into Jorns.
tion.
,cess for the review committee relating to improving the quali- For instance, if COTE turned
Jorns said that 11 people will has begun, Jorns is still await- ty of education, service and ·in its ~trategic plan review on
serve on this committee. ing feedback from some of the 'campus outreach, students and Sept. 1:2, Faculty Senate would
have until Sept. 27 to comment
Faculty and Staff senates will campus governing bodies University resources.
each send three ·members; including Faculty Senate and · At Tuesday's meeting, and scrutinize this document.

StudentS 'Unlock the Magic' at Union Open house
By FARIDA KAPASI
Staff writer

Organizers of Tuesday's university
open house titled "Unlock the Magic,"
said student turnout made the event a
success.
Debie Wagman, an administration
assistant in Student Activities office
and event organizer said students fre.quented ·all the .evants. offered -Tuesday

~ in

the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Events offered included a scavenger
hunt, which was designed to give students a better knowledge of the building, Wagman said.
Other events included ice cream in a
hat, bowling, a magic show, a UB lecture on feminism and Video Buttons,
where pictures of students were placed
· on a ·button.

The event featured Michael Mauthe,
a magician and juggler who also did a
stunt on stilts in a black tuxedo, pink
bow-tie and pink glasses and who also
made various animals, flowers or special requests from balloons.
Mauthe said he learned his balloon
art from books.
"Knowledge is there and it's accessible; anything you do is there in a book.
(It requites) a lot ·of-time; money, -prac-·

tice, but, in the long run its definitely
worth it," he said.
·
Co-organizer Donna Stricklin said
more than 400 students participated in
the event throughout the day.
Participants in the open house
included the University Bookstore,
Rathskeller and Copy Express.
"(The open house) is the Union's way
of thanking (the students) for their
· 'SU
;·Wa an· said: ·

·.
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As usual, parking situation is a mess
In this day and age, all colfacilities available for students,
leges and universities encounter
but the excessive parking lot
space available for faculty and
many types of problems. As
"I
staff.
expected, Eastern is not exdud'There is too much staff parked from this list. Everybody
(the University
knows there are numerous
ing, and not enough parking
Police Depwtspace for students," said Kim
complaints among the students
ment) will do
here at Eastern, so let's focus on
DePatis, sophomore English
with the
major. DePatis also added that
the most popular gripes.
"at the very least, the university
Health Service employees,
money?'
can give students a portion of
you might ask? Or could it be
Dan
the unused staff parking lots."
our award-winning food serFields
vice?
You think everyone would be
mad enough having to park all
Well, those choices are popular ones among the student body. Thanks to our universithe way out by the football stadium, but there is another
stipulation to this rule. On Thursdays, the football parking
ty police department, they have managed to create a
problem so big, that only one word is necessary for any
lot is used for driver education dasses; so people who
park there must move their vehide to another spot. Then
student to make them cringe - parking.
at the end of the day, they must move their car back to
Always a problem at Eastern, the parking problem has
escalated recently. Currently, freshmen and sophomores
the stadium lot.
"If you pay $225, you should at least be able to park at
can now park, but for a yearly fee of $225. The current
your own residence hall," said sophomore Christie
price for juniors and seniors to obtain a yearly permit is
only $35.
Cluckey. For Cluckey, having a mode of transportation is
In the past, freshman and sophomores could not have
vital, as she has a job in Mattoon.
Alethea Demarais, a sophomore graphic design major,
a vehide on campus, unless they had a job they had to
is one of many people who refused to pay the outracommute to.
geous costs."I can see if (money) was going to be used
As expected, many students aren't happy about this
for a real purpose," she said. "But I feel they are wrongly
new rule.
"If I have to pay $7.50 a week for a parking pass, I
taking advantage of underclassmen, because we need
transportation for our jobs also."
should at least be able to park in my own dorm parking
lot," said Michelle Doll, sophomore elementary educaOf course, the University Police Department reported
that from the sale of permits to freshmen and sophotion major who is one of many students trying to find a
mores alone, they made more than $23,000.
way around buying a permit.
I wonder what they'll do with the money?
Many individuals have the same feeling as Doll, as the
Maybe they can purchase better food for the Food
parking lot across from Lawson Hall is rarely used,
except for weekends when friends and relatives come
Service.
down to Charleston to party.
- Dan Fields is a staff writer and a guest columnist for
Other headaches for students trying to park indude
The Daily Eastern News.
the football stadium parking lots; and the limited parking

wonder what

Pledge is only
the first step
·t oward peace
It's difficult to underestimate the historic significance of Monday's signing of a mutual
recognition agreement between Israel and the
Palestine Liberation Organization.
Previously implacable enemies, Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rab!n and PLO chairman Yassir
Arafat shook hands on
-~-d--.to---.
the
White House lawn,
0
..El1I
signaling what is hoped
- - - - - - - - to be the end of 45
years of animosity, terrorism and intermittent
war between Arabs and the Jewish State.
It was a photograph for the history books.
Now for the hard part.
The new pledge is really only the first step in
what is sure to be a long and bumpy peace
process. It indudes a five-year testing period
for the Palestinians to prove to Israel that they
can be stable neighbors.
Many details of the Israeli withdrawal have
yet to be worked out; both sides will be at the
bargaining table for months to come. Slowly,
authority in Gaza and the West Bank will be
handed over to "authorized Palestinians."
Israel and the Palestinians must learn to
share the land as peaceably as their leaders
penned signatures. The accord is less about
how they should live apart and more about
how they will tolerate one another until 1998.
The worst threats to that test will come from
fundamentalist groups on both sides, which
have sworn since the deal was announced to
aggressively fight it. Rabin and Arafat have
become both unprecedented peace-makers
and sell-out politicians to opposing divisions of
their followers.
Thousands jammed Beirut streets Tuesday to
protest the peace, and extremists have mounted a half-dozen bloody attacks since the deal
was announced. The bloody foot-dragging may
yet stall such historic, hopeful efforts, and its up
to both leaders to quell the dissidents or face
losing all the promise Monday's ceremony represented.
Jordan and Syria have yet to support the plan
or sign similar agreements, leaving their crucial
positions as dangerous question marks.
Lebanon remains an unstable powder keg.
The rift between Arab and Jew may be dosing, but there is an even wider gap between
the forward-thinkers and militants who would
rather continue to fight.

- ria1

Music ensembles
need funding
for competitions
Dear editor:
I am delighted to Inform the university community that two of our
performing music ensembles have
recently been chosen to perform at
two of the most prestigious events In
higher education in the United
States.
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble,
under the direction of Dr. Bruce
Moss, has been invited to perform at
the Music Educators National
Conference National Biennial InService Conference to be held April
1994 in Gndnnatl. The selection process was highly competitive since
groups chosen to perform represent
the highest standard of excellence In
musical achievement. Music educators from throughout the United
States will be in attendance.
Our award-winning jazz ensemble
has been invited to perform January
1994 at the International Association
of jazz Educators' National
Convention In Boston. This Is the
group that no one had heard ofin
1989 that won the highly sought
Downbeat Award as best college
bandintheland.Undertheleade~

ship of Allan L. Horney, director of
jazz studies, this group has main-

Tolll' tlll'n
tained and built upon that standard
of excellence.
Great achievements, you say?
Alas and alack, It Is entirely possible
that, unless necessary funds are
found, neither group will be able to
perform at these most prestigious
events. With all the arts higher education had endured In recent years, I
am told that all coffers are bare.
Until two years ago the music
department regularly had a line In Its
budget of$ 13,600 for just such trips.
We lost that money and It has not
found Its way back Into our budget.
In the name of reasonableness, how
can we be expected to continue to
successfully recruit and attract students to our programs without the
necessary, lndlspenslble funds for the
visibility needed In a highly competitive field?
Interestingly, our jazz studies program is under constant fire from the
Board of Governors, Illinois Board of
Higher Education and other Initialed
entities, presumably because there
are not 19 or more students In the
program. Never mind the fact that
since its Inception this program has
been indisputably excellent.
The Eastern administration lauds
and congratulates us while bemoaning the fact that there Is no money.
Somebody, somewhere must find

some money to assist these deserving ensembles.
We do all that we can to help ourselves. While carefully reading
through the Department
Chairperson's Handbook I note that
not one word Is devoted to fundralslng. Yet, It Is abundantly dear to me
that In order to survive I must continue and spend an inordinate amount
of time, effort and energy on
Centerstage, Telefund, Rummage
Sale, Rotary at the Ritz, grant-winning and all manner of other legal,
fundralslng activities.
We need and deserve adequate
support and assistance for these
worthwhile activities. For our ensembles to distinguish themselves in this
manner Is certainly at least comparable to our basketball team being
Invited to compete in the NCAA
tournament.
Acting Dean James K. Johnson of
the College of Arts and Humanities
and I are giving of our personal funds
to help this effort. Additionally, the
college is making a contribution. We
have been promised help from other
places, but we are In need of
approximately $ 13,000 to make
these trips a reality.
It is my belief that the state,
boards and Eastern should support
us in any and every possible way to
reward and encourage our students.
To do otherwise is not In our own
rational, self-interest.
Herman Taylor
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Peace deal could change
Arabs' approach·to .Israel
TUNIS, Tunisia (AP) - Palestinian opponents of Yasser Arafat's fledgling peace deal
with Israel pursued their campaign against it
on Wednesday, hoping to overturn it by democratic or violent means.
Arafat, facing the deepest split in the
Palestine Liberation Organization since it was
formed nearly 30 years ago, returned to his
headquarters and called immediate meetings
on how to rally support and heal the leadership
rift.
His return came two days after he signed the
landmark peace treaty with Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin in Washington. The
accord grants limited self-rule to Palestinians in
the Israeli-occupied Gaza Strip and the West
Bank town of Jericho and sets up a timetable
for expanding autonomy to other areas and
negotiating a permanent agreement.
Opponents consider it seriously flawed, complaining that it does not guarantee the creation
of an independent state or the return of
refugees and ignores the critical issue of the
status of Jerusalem.
Arafat scheduled meetings with senior aides
to discuss the crisis, PLO officials said.
He also was to call meetings soon of the PLO

Executive Committee, which has suffered five
defections because of the accord, and the 18member ruling Central Committee of his own
mainstream Fatah faction.
·
"God willing, it (the accord) will pave the way
for similar peace accord on all Arab fronts,"
Arafat said on his return.
"It started with Palestine. Yesterday .
(Tuesday) it was Jordan, and later on it will be
Syria and Lebanon," he predicted.
Two of the pact's staunchest opponents,
George Habash and Nayef Hawatmeh, met in
Tripoli with Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi.
Gadhafi has harshly criticized the pact and
has said in a nationally televised speech that
Libya "will not keep quiet ah9ut this mockery."
Hawatmeh, a Jordanian, ·heads the Marxist
Democratic Front for the Liberation of
Palestine. Habash, a Palestinian Chris.tian,
leads the Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine.
The two Syrian-based groups are the biggest
in the PLO a,fter Arafat's Fatah.
Hawatmeh was reported to have been in
Tunis two days earlier, seeking to forge an
alliance with Arafat's opponents in the PLO
hierarchy.

Renovation almost finished
By JULIE KAUPERT
Staff writer

hahari Moore, a member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
waits at her decorated table to discuss her organization to prospects Wednesday night in the Grand Ballroom
the Black Greek Cowicil's aU-greek rush.

Inc.,

The delayed $12,000 renovation of Booth Library should
be finished by Sept. 1 7, and
the dean of library services
said he hopes the renovation
will create a more relaxed
environment and efficient
study.
A student study lounge
area is being created and the
on-line catalogues are being
moved as part of the project.
The new student study
lounge will have tables,
stuffed chairs, a phone and

1'arble offers diverse classes
Registration is being
Adult classes for ages 16
pted through Friday for a and up being offered include:
variety of art classes and
• Basketry: Fees: $35 for
workshops at the Tarble Arts members and $42 for nonCenter.
members. Class will meet on
Classes being offered to Sundays from 1:30 to 3:30
young people include:
p.m. Sept 19 through Oct. 24.
• Introduction to Art: Fees:
• Quilting Workshop: Fees:
$16 for members of the art $20 for members and $24 for
center and $20 for non-mem- non-members. Class will
bers. Class will meet meet on Tuesdays from 7 to 9
Tuesdays from 1 to 2 p.m. p.m. Sept. 21 through Oct. 12.
Sept. 21 through Oct. 26.
• Printmaking: Fees: $40
• Exploring Art I: Fees: ·for members and $48 for non$25 for members and $30 for members. Class will meet on
non-members.lasses will meet Tuesdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
Saturdays from 9 to 10:30 Sept. 21 through Nov. 9.
m. Sept 18 through Nov. 6.
• The Art of Growing Old:
• Exploring Art II: Fees: Fees: $34 for members and
$25 for members and $30 for $40 for non-members. Class
non-members. Class will will meet on Tuesdays from
meet on Saturdays from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Sept. 21
10:45 through 12:15 p.m. through Nov. 9.
Sept. 18 through Nov. 6.
• Painting with Style: Fees:

$40 for members and $4~ for
non-members. Class will
meet on Wednesdays from 7
to 9 p.m. Sept 22 through
Nov.10.
• Portrait Drawing: Fees:
$40 for members and $48 for
non-members. Class will
meet Thursdays from 7 to 9
p.m. Sept. 23 through Nov.
11.
• Stories in Clay: Fees: $44
for members and $50 for nonmembers. Class will meet on
Saturdays from 1 to 3 p.m.
Sept 25 through Nov. 20.
For more information on
fall courses, or to become a
Tarble Arts Center member,
interested persons should
contact the Tarble Arts
Center at 581-2787.

- Staff report

Garden walk to raise money
By DAWN STEVENSON
Staff writer
The local chapter of Campaign for Better
Health Care is sponsoring a fall garden walk
Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m. to help raise funds for
a health help line.
The event will be held at a five-acre garden
about three miles east of Eastern on Route 16.
The owner, Wesley Whiteside, is a retired
botany professor.
The purpose of the help line is to give assistance to people who have questions regarding
their health insurance claims, benefits and
locating appropriate health care providers, said
Nancy Greenwalt, a staff worker for the organization.
Greenwalt said this would be the first health

care help line offered in the Charleston area.
All guests will be allowed to explore the garden and can participate in an informal discussion about the help line. Refreshments, such as
coffee, iced tea, cider, cookies and cakes, will be
served.
. The event is open to the public, but guests
are expected to donate at least $2.
Laurence Thorsen, a political science professor and member of the Campaign for Better
Health Care, said part of the organization's
goal is to raise local awareness about health
care.
Greenwalt said the reason the group chose ·
to hold a garden walk, as opposed to having an
open house or speaker, was to give people
important information in a relaxed and nonthreatening atmosphere.

sofas. The computer catalogues, which were previously
located at the top of the west
entrance staircase, are now in
the central hallway in front of
reference services.
The lounge will be put in
place as soon as the furniture
arrives.
Library
Dean
Allen
Lanham said the lounge will
be "considered a formal R-andR type area."
The renovations were supposed to be finished at the
beginning of the fall semester
but were slowed down because
of delivery delays, Lanham

said.
"The furniture supplier has
b~en behind schedule ," he
said. "The final shipment of
furniture is expected to arrive
Friday."
The majority of the renovations are being paid by the
library vending machines,
Lanham said.
Lanham said the intent of
the project was to move the
on-line computer catalogues
closer to the reference area.
"We knew we were defi~
cient, and we've tried to remedy the problem," Lanham
said.

8
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Hijackers land in Norway ·
OSLO, Norway (AP) - Three hijackers
brandishing grenades and explosives forced a
Russian jetliner with 52 people aboard to land
ill Norway on Wednesday. Police said the air
pirates, believed to be Iranians, !lSked for
political asylum.
Later, authorities said that about a dozen
women and children aboard the plane were
evacuted. The Foreign Ministry gave the total
number of women and children aboard as 17.
Police spokesman Per Jarle Hellevik said
the hijackers "came with one demand. They
wanted to make sure they were really in Oslo.
Negotiations are going on in English and
Russian."
The Tupolev-134 jet was en route from
Azerbaijan when it was seized over southern
Russia. It was forced to land near Kiev to take
on fuel and an English-speaking Ukrainian
navigator, before flying to Norway.
The pilot, Captain Mikhail Osavin, said the
hijackers threatened the crew with hand
grenades and explosives, said a Russian secu-

rity spokesman, Alexei Zakharov.
After the plane landed at the sealed-off and
darkened Gardermoen charter airport, one
man left the jet, and was driven to the control
tower in a Civil Aviation Board car, the
national news agency, NTB reported. He was
driven back in five minutes and reboarded.
The airport is 25 miles north of Oslo.
At an airport press briefing, Regional Police
Chief Knut Austad denied that two loud pops
reporters heard coming from the direction of
the plane were gunshots.
But the Norwegian news agency NTB quoted airport employees listening in on radio
negotiations with the control tower as reporting the hijackers refused to answer when
repeatedly asked if anyone was hurt.
Austad told reporters the hijackers asked
for political asylum, but refused to say what
their nationality was or how many there
were.
Goveplment spokeswoman Ellen Hov said,
however, "There are three. I can confirm that."

Chicago schc;>ols open doors
CHICAGO (AP) - Summe:r: · lion funding gap for city
sailed into school days schools.
Wednesday in the nation's
But on Wednesday, kinderthird-largest school district, as gartners gripped their mothChicago public schools wel- ers' hands and seniors strolled
comed 411,000 students back confidently into classrooms as
to class - at least temporarily.
teachers got do:wn to the busi"I hope it stays open," Jones ness of educating.
Commercial High School
"It's an exciting first day,"
senior Yolanda Williams said said Mila Strasburg, principal
Wednesday, in a grim of Hamilton · Elementary
reminder that the system's School on the city's North
schools were not necessarily Side. "All the classrooms have
open for the year.
bulletin boards, the lesson
Students still face two plans are ready."
"We're ready for children!"
obstacles to an uninterrupted
school year: a contract dispute she said. "It's as exciting for us
with 31,000 members of the as it is for them."
teachers' union, and legislaClasses were set to begin a
tive efforts to solve a $300 mil- week ago. But the system shut

down on Sept. 1 when it failed
to meet a legal requirement to
balance the budget. A federal
judge this week set aside that
requirement until Sept. 23.
At Jones Commercial, on
the city's near South Side,
some upperclassmen said they
worried about further disruptions.
"I would lose my education
and my self-esteem would go
down," said senior James G.
Smith. "Every year we have
this problem."
The shutdown this fall
marked the fifth time since
1983 that students have been
kept out of class by disputes
over money.
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ILLINOIS EXPRESS EYECARE

EIU

Students, Faculty, Administration and Staff
DISCOUNT PROGRAM

33%off
Includes Single
Vision, Bifocal,
Trifocal &
Specialty Lens

Buy a pair of

Colored or Clear
CONTACTS
and receive a

FREE
CLEAR PAIR
Standard Daily Wear

We're Your OAKLEY Connection
9~

--EXPRESS
EYECARE
345-2527
(Next to Wal-Mart)
528 West Lincoln

CHARLESTON

IVISA I

•

235-1100
(Cross County Mall)
700 Broadway East

MATIOON

The Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi, Eastern's Professional Coed
Business Fraternity, would like to personally invite you to their
Fall rush events:
Meet the Chapter
Volleyball Tourney
Formal Meeting

~

~ Brunch Buffet Starting Sunday ~

M:II Delta Sigma Pi M:II
Sept.14
Sept.15
Sept.16

.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

s4oo Vodka Lemonade
Pitchers

}

$14.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 V.{\SED

Complete Glasses

THURSDAY
Free Delivery

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER

7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Coleman Hall Auditorium
Rec. Center Court #5
Coleman Hall AUDITORIUM
Business Attire Requested

If you have any questions or would like information, don't hesitate to call
Bob- 345-1587 or Diane- 348-0693. We look forward to seeing you there!

·LU:rr •• ·•• .•.• Taking Pride in Pro,essionalism
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Fugitive lived quiet life
as mother, cook, teache.r
CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP) Alice Metzinger, cook, restaurant owner, wife and mother,
took a deep breath at a goingaway party for three dozen
friends and uttered the awful
truth she had concealed for 23
years.
Back in 1970, she drove a
getaway car for a gang of
Vietnam War opponents who
killed a policeman during a
Boston bank robbery. She had
evaded capture by hiding out
in women's communes, then
by starting a new life here in
1977.
And now it was time to
take responsibility, she told
her stunned audience, and
turn herself in.
"It really floored me. Not
the crimes so much for me but
that she was able to hide it for
so long," said a co-worker,
Lynette Adkins.
The details emerged three
days later, in a Boston courthouse
on
Wednesday.
Metzinger's real name is
Katherine Ann Power, 44, a
fugitive who spent 14 years
on the FBI most-wanted list

until investigators declared
the case unsolved.
"She reached a point in her
life that she felt she needed to
be truthful with the people
that she knew," said another
friend Marilyn Schwader.
"She wanted to reconnect
with her family."
The decision to surrender
was not a hasty one. Power
decided months ago to begin
negotiations with prosecutors.
Charged with first-degree
murder, she pleaded guilty
Wednesday to reduced
charges of manslaughter and
armed robbery.
Her attorney,
Rikki
Klieman, suggested Power
would spend less than five
years in prison. Authorities
declined to say whether they
had agreed to seek a lenient
sentence. Sentencing was set
for Oct. 6.
Power was reunited
Monday with her parents and
sister, Claudia.
"We didn't know if she was
alive or not," said her mother,
Marjorie Power, 71, of Grand
Junction, Colo. "It was a

thrill. We showed her all the
family that she hasn't seen.
We had scrapbooks and everything."
Power was a product of the
late 1960s, when sentiment
against the Vietnam War
mushroomed into a nationwide movement. Thousands
joined in emotional and often
violent street protests.
Radical factions turned to
bank robberies and bombings.
Power admitted her role in
the robbery of Bo.s ton's State
Street Bank on Sept. 23,
1970. She wasn't there when
the robbers took $26,000 from
the bank, shooting to death
Officer Walter Schroeder Sr.
as they escaped. But she
drove the "switch car," the second getaway car parked about
a mile from the bank.
Those who knew her as
Alice Metzinger in this languid college town, where she
taught cooking at a community college, served as consultant to restaurants and
cooked at M's Tea & Coffee
House, described her as a
kind, loving woman.
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE
·Presents

Nell Simon's Comedy

Police search rural Florida
county for murder suspect
MONTICELLO, Fla. (AP) - Police brought
in more than a dozen young men for fingerprinting Wednesday as they scoured this rural
Florida county for the teen-agers they say shot
a British tourist dead at a highway rest stop.
"The ones we're looking at now are the ones
that have been involved in violence in the
past," said Jefferson County Sheriff Ken
Fortune.
He said as many as 100 young men in the
county of 12,500 could fit the description of the
killers.
Throughout the day young men were
brought to the county's small, one-story white
jail for fingerprinting. Witnesses said the
attackers ranged in age from 15 to 17.
Gary Colley, 34, of England was shot to
death and his girlfriend wounded early
Tuesday by two youths who knocked on the
windows of his rental car at a well-lighted,
well-traveled rest stop where the couple
stopped to take a nap. Police said a third youth
drove the killers' getaway car.
It was the ninth slaying of a foreign visitor

to Florida since 1992. Coming days after the
highway killing of a German honeymooner in
Miami, it has rocked the state's $31 billion
tourism industry.
In Monticello, a quiet, tree-lined city of
2,600, residents were dismayed at the prospect
that the killers might live among them.
"I wouldn't think it would happen in a small
farming town," said Al Revell, manager of the
Downtown Food Store. "Monticello is quiet.
There is no traffic. It's just a peaceful little
town."
Although murders are rare in the area,
Fortune said Jefferson County suffers from
some of the same problems as a big city: too
many guns in the hands of young, often poor,
people.
"People think crime only occurs in
metropolitan areas. That's not so," he said.
The car police believe was used in the crime
was found near Monticello. It contained a broken hubcap, and the broken piece was found at
the Interstate 10 rest stop where Colley was
killed.

Tonight at 8:00
also

8:00 p.m. September 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25
2:00 p.m. September 19 &.. 26
in the Studio Doudna Fine Arts Center
Adults $6.00, Seniors $5.00
EIU students $3.00

Call 581-3110
for Ticket Information and Reservations
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Tonight

Thlrsty•s
Longneck
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Night
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Cover $2.00
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Any Sandwich

:

:

ANY CHICKEN
SANDWICH

1

only $ I •99

(Except Junior Roast Beef)

,!

LIMITED FOUR OFFERS PER ODUPON, NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS, PROMOTIONAL DISODUNTS, OR IN STORE SPECIALS. VALID ONLY AT
CHARLESTON ARBY'S RESTAURANT.

I
I
I
I

LIMITED FOUR OFFERS PER ODUPON, NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS, PROMOTIONAL DISODUNTS, OR IN STORE SPECIALS. VALID ONLY AT
CHARLESTON ARBY'S RESTAURANT.

Expires 9/30/93

I

Expires 9/30/93
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Friday Night:

The o ·u ckhills
from Austin, Texas

With Special guest:

W~tership

Down

LEINIE AND
L6WENBRA0 DARK
ON

TAP

"Everybody's favorite beer
at
Everybody's favorite bar."

Beth Neilsen - Chapman

5 REGULAR

ANY LIGHT

ROAST BEEF FOK

SANDWICH

only$5.00

+ tax

LIMITED FOUR OFFERS PER ODUPON, NOT VALID
WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS, PROMOTIONAL DISCOUNTS, OR IN STORE SPECIALS. VALID ONLY AT
CHARLESTON ARBY'S RESTAURANT.
Expires 9/30/93

only$ 1.49

Saturday, October 30 8

TICKETS ON SALE
NOON FRIDAY!

+tax

LIMrTED FOUR OFFERS PER COUPON, NOT VALID
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CHARLESTON ARBY'S RESTAURANT.
Expires 9/30/93
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APPLIANCES-Rent to own. No
credit needed GROSE APPLIANCE,
5th
&
Madison,
Charleston. 348-0966.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers provide Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. 'For more information call: (206) 545-4155 ext.
A5738
9/17
C.,..-R-U...,IS,...E-..,..S_H_IP-,S-N..,..O_W_H-IRING:
Earn up to $2,000+/month +
world travel. Summer and
Career employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
WE NEED THE BEST SALES
GIRLS FOR COCKTAIL WAITRESSES. YOU MUST BE FASTPACED AND WANT TO EARN
BIG
$'S .
IMAGES
IN
MATTOON. 234-9585.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
PART-TIME CAD word for experienced person, doing layout &
detailing of mechanical assemblies. Send resume to: John
Symington, Apogee Medical
Products, INC., P.0.Box 1387,
Effingham, IL 62401.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
ACCEPTING applications in the
following areas dur to program
expansion: Habilitation aides,
Housekeeping/Janitorial staff,
Activities staff, Dietary staff, and
supervisory positions at all leve Is. Competitive salaries.
Benefits where applicable.
Apply in person at 738 18th St.,
738 18th St., Chas., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
Wanted: Part-time experienced
farm help. 345-5509.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/17
BARTENDERS
WANTED :
FEMALES PREFERRED. PART
TIME. APPLY AFTER 3 P.M. AT
1410 BROADWAY, MATTOON,
IL. CLUB ILLINI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/17

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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HELP W .lNTED
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Fon MA.LE
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DRUMMER AND GUITARIST
LOOKING FOR BASSIST,
VOCALIST, AND SECOND GUITARIST TO FORM BAND. CALL
CHRIS 345-5234. LEAVE MESSAGE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
Help Wanted: Advanced art student wanted to paint detailed
Victorian mural in large open
foyer of new home. Call Penny
at 348-0736.

486 DX-33 OR HIGHER PC.
CASH FOR THE RIGHT
MACHINE. 345-7995.

Wanted: Upperclassman female
roommate. McArthur Manor
Apartment. Phone, 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATORS
FOR
RENT.
CARLYLE
RENTALS, 820 LINCOLN ST.
348-7746. 9-5.

MOUNTAIN BIKE: 1993 TREK
850. FRONT SUSPENSlm:.
NEW HARDWARE. CALL 3485043. $450. MATT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
Bicycle: Trek 730 Multitrack.
Red w/gripshift, rack & toe clips.
Like new $300. Ph. 6386.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
386DX-25 Computer, 106MB
HD, 2 MB RAM, SVGA, Any
soft. $1050 OBO. Brett, 5812598, 629-9224.
.,..-----,,..---.,----9/21
SMITH
CORONA
WORD
PROCESSOR, EXCELLENT
CONDITION. ONLY $200! CALL
581-2303.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16

:i Daily htem Iews

ACROSS
1 Monikers
& Bradley or

Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

0

Yes

0

No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

Sharif
10 Entreat
14 Bias
15 Shiny cloth
11 Get one's goat
17 Menu
18 Lindros of the
N.H.L.
11 Unlock
20 Eerie group of
peaks?
23 Early Christian
chalice
24Goad
25Most
light-hearted
a Avers
33 Royal flush?

1991 YAMAHA JOG SCOOTER:
BOCC, $750 OBO. 581-6815.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24

Lost: Keys/bike, taken Friday
10th from courts by SAC.
Reward. No questions. 5596.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
TRICIA: Please pick up your
birthday card at 127 Buzzard,
Student Publications Business
Office.
~,

;:~:

==========""'
Transportation
That's
Inexpensive, Fun, and Easy to
Store. Motorized scooters and
skateboards. For more information on campus commuting
made easy call Mark 1-800-4925842.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY
AVAILABLE! $6.6 BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
ATTENTION ALL FRATERNITIES: Fraternity paintball tournament . For information call
Steve at 581-6531 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
JUST SPENCE'S, 1148 6TH.
60'S & ?O'S, AND CURRENT
CLOTHING. OPEN MON.-SAT.,
2-5. WE'RE A TOTAL ADVENTURE. WE ALSO BUY!! 3451469.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
Kaye, Congratulations on a
great I-Week! Daddy's waiting
for you. Alpha Sigma Alpha love
and mine, Mama
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
Congratulations to the Sigma
Nu Pi class officers: Mark 0.
Roberts, Ill, V.P.; Chris
Netemeyer, Treas.; John Ferak,
Fundraiser; Rick Tucker, Lead;
and Paul Williams, Rec. Let's
make it a great semester!
Deepest
Congrats,
Your
President, Keith Lipke
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16

a

Loser to
Hoover: 1928
37Tar
38 Minstrel's
offering
39 The Kingston
Trio hit: 1959
40 Not suitable
43 A $1.98 bungee
jump?
47Chemical
compounds
49Street, in
Stuttgart
50 Wrench, e.g.
52 Dudley Moore
film
53 Problem for
Montana?
58 Not fer
IOChallenge

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

~_,....,_,...,-,..r"'i

0 Credit

...,-.,;::...,~0-1

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

News
Inside Edition

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

Mad About You
Wings

Heat of
the Night

Matlock

Seinfeld
Frasier
All-Star
Comedy Hour

Connie Chung

News
Tonight

Angel Falls

SportsCenter
College Football

~3:':t::+::-i
8-:-+~,.:;.+::;-i
~.;;;.&.~"-L.~

SKI

B

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Much as You
Want in One Week!

R

E

~lllUlRY 2·11,

A

K

S

t994 • 5,1or7 NIGHTS

$100•••$600•••$1500!
Market applications for VISA
MASTERCARD, MCI,
AMOCO, etc. Call for your
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify
for FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK '94
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.
I-

-

-

-

•FREE 1/2 DAY
-LIFT TICKET!
,.UST BOOK BY 10/15

...

TOLL FRIE lllFOllllATION I lllSlllVATICINI

t•IDG•SUICHASE

------- --------- - -

1HELP WANTED!
Circulation personnel needed
for The Daily Eastern News.
Apply at:
Student Publications
Business Office,
127 Buzzard Bldg.

DOWN
Presidential
advisory gp.
2 End of a Stein
line
3 Store
4 Board the Cape
Codd er
s Like some clams
e Actor Vidov
7 Dark lunar plain
a Mideast bigwigs
I Newsy
summaries
10Agenda
11 Auspicious
12 Falstaff's quaff
31 Singer James
13 Urge
and namesakes
21 Poet Ogden
32Mold
3" Slangy refusal
22 McAuliffe's
31 Changes the
reply at
hue
Bastogne
41
A
dark purple
25 B.Agr. aspirant
42Walked on
2e Actor Jeremy
44 Aleutian island
45 Come earlier
27 Moroccan port
than
28 Soft mineral
30"Hard--":
48 Advice columnist
Dickens
Ann-t

55 Open

41Soaked
51 Open, grassy
plain
53 Stash
54 Piccadilly
Circus statue

weave
seSwag
57 Being, in Callao
58 Elec. measure
59 Actor Gerard
12Thatship

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Tourific Dest.

Reading Rainbow
Whirligig

Beverly Hillbillies
Baseball: Reds

Murder,
She Wrote

Movie: The Dark
Side of the Moon

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

L.A. Law

Simpsons
Sinbad

Safari

Little House

at Braves

Talking Paint

Movie: Go
Towards the

In Living Color
Herman's Head

Lost Lando
Tannu Tuva

Bonanza

Mystery!

Light

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Discoveries
Underwater

News
H.S. Sports Action

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved
Mysteries

Chevy Chase

Safari

Dragnet
Movie

Prime nme Live
Baseball Tonight
SportsCenter

CHRISTMAS

MacGyver

White Palace

News
Married ...

CANOE RIVER RUNS!!! (near
Fox Ridge) 9 & 15 mile outings-For resv. or info call Canoe
Limited between 6 & 9 p.m. @
1-923-2707.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
JEN KAHLES & TRACY
MASUNAS: Congratulations on
being
selected
ASA
Outstanding Sisters of the
Month! Your sisters are so·
proud of you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16

61 Long periods of
time
63 Southern
France
64 Author Mills
65 Something to
pledge
66 Urgent request
&7Snack
88 Cosmetician
Lauder

News
News
M'A"S'H

HOMECOMING 1993 PICTURES WILL BE TAKEN
TODAY IN THE A-V CENTER,
BOOTH LIBRARY. ALL KING,
QUEEN, FRESHMEN ATTENDANT CANDIDATES, & COMMITTEE MEMBERS MUST
APPEAR.
.,-.,,.,,,--=-----,--,--9116
ASTs: The extra special actives
had a great time Tuesday night.
Bowling was a blast. Tau love,
Your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
FANTASTIC!! TRY JOEY'S
BEER BATTERED ONION
RINGS! SORRY, LIMIT ONLY 2
ORDERS
PER
PERSON
AFTER 10:30 P.M. CALL 3452466 AND WE'LL GET 'EM TO
YA REAL FAST!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/21

Quantum Leap
Highlander

Movie: The
Green Berets
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It gets no better than this
NEW YORK (AP) - The gods of baseball
are doing their best to show just how beauin a two-division league.
Four divisions, four intriguing races. You
can't do any better than that, even though
major league baseball will try with its
three-division leagues and eight-team playoffs.
The days of having to finish first - a trait
that has separated baseball from other
sports - will be a memory next year when
three division winners plus the team with
the next best record will all make the playoffs in each league.
But what a memory there will be of the
last true pennant races.
At the start of Wednesday's play, no division leader was ahead by more than 4.5
games. And all but one still had a series
left between the top two teams.
Only the NL West lacks a clash of contenders in the final two weeks. But that
was taken care of already, when Atlanta
won five of s ix a gainst San Francisco
between Aug. 23 and Sept. 2 on its way to a
remarkable 12-game s wing in the standings.
Since Atlanta acquired Fred McGriff, it
has gone 38-12 and turned a 9.5-game
deficit into a 2.5-game lead.
"This is the club that's going to win the
World Series," Atlanta outfielder Ron Gant
said. "We're loose. Our pitching's great.
We're scoring runs and that's going to continue. We're playing like we wanted. The

Jolynn: I'm glad you're my little
sis! Keep smilin'! Phi Sig Love,

Cassie

_ __ _ __ _ _ _9/16
THE BIG BARN THEORY. JUST
4 MILES EAST. HAYRIDES,
GAME ROOM, POOL TABLE,
CAMPFIRES, HIKING TRAILS.
CALL 345-7658.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _9/17
ANDREA STRENGE: You're a
great Iii sis! We have to go out
sometime soon. DZ love and
mine, Jeni
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/16
HOMECOMING 1993 PICTURES
WILL BE TAKEN TODAY IN THE
A-V CENTER, BOOTH LIBRARY.
ALL KING, QUEEN, FRESHMAN
ATIENDANT CANDIDATES, &
COMMITIEE MEMBERS MUST
APPEAR.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9./16
Kim Switalski, you are the best
ALPHA GAM kid. Let's do lunch
soon. Love, Laura
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/16

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CARL
CRAWFORD. Let's go to U of I!
Your Alpha Garn Mom Loves you,
Holly
-----,---.,..-----9/16
To Adam, his good friend Derek,
Dick's fuzzy hair, & Jen, who
wouldn't know a thing about it.
Chirp! Chirp!
---------..,...--9/16
FREE HAM RADIO CLASS
meets Thursday 7-9, Rm 216
Physical Science Building. Call
Ken, 581-2400.
------,-----9/23
BETH ROMANO: You are the
greatest kiddo! We'll have to have
another night like pledge night
soon. Alpha Garn love, Bridget
_ _ _ __ _ _ _d9/1 6
HEIDI
HOHENSTEIN:
Congratulations on receiving a
full academic scholarship from
the Illinois State Representative!
Your ASA sisters are so proud of
you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/16

Brenda Broniec, Happy 20th
Birthday! Hope to celebrate a
pluthera more with you. Love,
Pepe
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
SUE ANN MCDONOUGH.
Thanks for the cookies. You are
the best! Alpha Garn love, Holly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
Attention all interested students-Non-senate election cochair applications now available.
Pick one up at 201 University
Union today!
_ __ __ _ _ _ _ 9/21
To the LAMBDA CHls: We had a
blast last night! We're glad you
were WELL DRESSED for the
occasion ! Love, the Women of
Phi Sigma Sigma
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16
SATURDAY YARD AND INSTORE SALE! JUST SPENCE'S,
1148 6TH. 1 DAY ONLY! 2-5 P.M.
RACKS $1 , $2, AND UP. DON'T
MISS ONLY 2X'S A YEAR.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/17

Calvin and Hobbes
l't.\ 00\t-lG A.

C~ WOR.D

Pl,JZZ.LE..
NUl>\SE.R ™REE
ACRc'SS SA.'lS

l'VE ©T \i .1
B\>T 11-IERE P...R'E.
"'fEU..CW-BE.LllED 00\..'< FM: ~~.
SAPS\IC\::..ER#·'

JEN MCHALEY of ASA: Happy
22nd Birthday! Tell Dustin you're
playing with the cool ones today!
ASA love, Stephanie
9/16
T-R-1-S-IG_M_A,,..,,..N--E"'"W----M-.,.-E"""M,...,..,,....,BE RS:
You all are beautiful assets to our
house. Keep the fire burning!
Love, the Actives
9/16
K
_A
_P
_P
_A_ D_E-LT,_A- R-H.O
.,,.......,P""'L"""E,.,,...
DGES:
Congrats on joining the fraternity
where brotherhood really matters!
KOR Sweetheart, Cassie
9/16
C--on-g-ra-t-ul-at-io_n_s_D_e--lts-on-placing
3rd in the golf pitching tournament.
-:=:..,--,-.,.....,.,,..,...,..-=:-:'.C-:-:----=:-c-c9/16
JEN McHALEY! Happy Birthday
to my favorite roomie! Coops!
Who loves ya babe? Love, Hoppe
..,.----..,....----,---9116
Congratulations to the Dell
Football team for winning its first
football game-Great Job!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/16

by Bill Watterson
r

~~w. \\-Its£
IPICiS W..11'.E: 'iOO
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"BtRD."

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

last couple of weeks it's been about as good
as it gets." Not to be outdone, the Montreal
Expos have gone 19-2 since Aug. 20 to trim
Philadelphia's lead in the NL East from
14.5 to 4.5 games.
They play three in Montreal this weekend.
"We've been taken for dead many times,"
Expos manager Felipe Alou said.
"Five games is far, but we're not done yet."
While both NL races have been resurrected via incredible streaks,~ races have
been running hot all season.
In the West, Chicago has held first place
since June 21, but never by more than 6.5
games. The White Sox lead the Texas
Rangers by 3.5 games, and play them three
times in Chicago from Sept. 24-26.
In the East , five teams have touched first
place this season, four since the All-Star
break. Toronto led New York by 1.5 games
and Baltimore by 2, and each team still has
three games left with the other two.
Yankees d esignated hitter Danny
Tartabull sees the pennant race in simple
terms.
"We have to continue to win," he said. "If
Toronto and Baltimore win, then so be it.
We have to keep it up until we meet them
and then decide our own destiny."
While many baseball purists have
bemoaned the onset of wild cards and quarterfinal playoffs, it may not be entirely bad.
After all, the sun still rose in 1969, when
baseball first went with a playoff series
between two division winners.

MORTAR BOARD MEETING will be tonight at 9 p.m. in the
Tuscola/Arcola room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. All
members are encouraged to attend.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE Anachronism, Inc. will meet tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Room 206 of Coleman Hall.
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. is having sign ups "Last Chance" today
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Coleman Hall Lobby. EIU Studs, Date-AZeta, and Back to School Bash sign ups.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL and Allies Union will meet tonight at 7 p.m.
in Room 229 Coleman Hall.
L.A.S.O. MEETING WILL be tonight at 7 p.m. at 1142 Sixth St. Please
bring money for shirts and membership fee. Any questions, call Tony at
345-2745 or Rey at 345-3967.
M.C.S.U. WILL MEET tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Everyone is welcome.
SCEC FIRST MEETING of the semester will be tonight at 6 p.m. in
Room 140 of Buzzard Building.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION'S weekly meeting will be today at
5 p.m. in the Pemberton Hall Lounge. Early dinner will be served in the
Pem Dining Service at 4:20 p.m. All residence of University Housing
are welcomed to attend.
WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL will met today at 2 p.m. in the Paris
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Students, faculty,
and staff are welcome.
AFRO-AMERI STUDIES CLUB is having a meeting today at 5 p.m. in
the Student/Faculty Lounge second floor Blair Hall. All are welcome.
DELTA SIGMA Pl is having a formal meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Coleman Hall Auditorium. Professional attire requested, please.
JEWISH YOUTH ORGANIZATION will be meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in
the Sullivan Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. For
more information call 581-2234.
ARMY ROTC LAB-Field craft will be today at 3 p.m. at the Archery
Mound. Lab uniform is BDU's with sleeves rolled up. Rain location is
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Gallery.
PRE-LAW CLUB will be meeting today at 4:30 p.m. in Room 205 of
Coleman Hall. All new and interested members welcome.
PRE-LAW CLUB is having a Social Hour for interested students at 4
p.m. Sept. 17 at Saunders No. 2 Apt. 2, University Court. Pizza will be
provided by Sigma Iota Lambda.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT FREE Your Mind Forum tonight at 7 p.m. at
Lawson hall. A discussion to open your mind to prejudices on Eastem's
campus.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship is having a Large Group
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. Dr. Mary Lou Codman-Wilson is speaking on
"Is Your God a Nurturing God." All are welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER'S Eucharistic Ministers Training at St.
Charles is tonight. Rides will be provided. Call 348-0188.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER celebrates the Sacrament of Penance
today from 3:30-4:30 p.m. in the Newman Chapel at Ninth Street and
Lincoln Ave.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Bible Study tonight at 6
p.m. in Room 206 Coleman Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER is having a Hunger Banquet meeting
tonight at 9 p.m. in Andrews Hall Lobby.
THE HAITI CONNECTION is having a Hunger Banquet Committee
meeting Tonight at 9 p.m. in Andrews Hall Lobby.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION'S weekly meeting and Bible Study will be
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Neoga Room at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Anyone that wants to help in any way with the Youth
Retreat needs to contact Janee Angel at 348-1103 as soon as possible.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Eastem's Professional Coed Business Fraternity will
have a formal meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Coleman Hall
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submitted
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before the
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information will not be publish.,d.
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. Cubs defeat Giants 3-1
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Forget how badly
the San Francisco Giants are stumbling. The
Chicago Cubs want some credit for their play.
"I like to think we played well," Cubs manager Jim Lefebvre said. "Everybody says the
Giants are folding. I don't believe that.
They're running into some teams playing
good baseball."
Mike Morgan allowed three hits over eightplus innings and Sammy Sosa became the

first Cub to join the 30-30 club as Chicago
handed San Francisco its eighth consecutive
loss, 3-1; on Wednesday.
The series sweep was the second straight
at home for the Giants, who finished their
homestand 1-8 and have dropped 15 of 21
games.
San Francisco fell three games behind
Atlanta, which was to play Cincinnati later
Wednesday.

'J'oronto expands league
lead with a 14-8 victorY
DETROIT (AP) - Toronto and Devon White had runwon its fifth straight game and . scoring hits in the second, sucincreased its AL East lead to cessive doubles by Olerud and
2{ games Wednesday night as Molitor made it 4-0 in the
Paul Molitor drove in four third, and Roberto Alomar's
runs in the Blue Jays' 14-8 vie- RBI triple made it 5-0 an
tory over the Detroit Tigers.
inning later.
The Blue Jays matched
Detroit came back with four
their longest winning streak in the sixth, but Coles singled
since the All-Star break and Olerud home and Fernandez
won the season series with the scored on a_ sacrifice fly by
Tigers for the sixth consecu- Rickey Henderson in the
tive year. They gained a game Toronto seventh, giving the
on second-place New York and Blue Jays a three-run lead.
third-place Baltimore, both of
Carter singled in Alomar,
which lost Wednesday.
Molitor hit a two-run homer,
Molitor had an RBI double and Pat Borders singled home
and a two-run homer, his 21st, Fernandez in the eighth to
and Tony Fernandez went 4- make it 11-4, but Dan
for-4. It was his first four-hit Gladden, Lou Whitaker,
game of the ' season, his ninth Travis Fryman and Cecil
as a Blue Jay.
Fielder each had an RBI as
The Blue Jays collected 19 Detroit closed the gap in the
hits and nine walks off eight eighth.
Detroit pitchers. The game
lasted 4:12.
Milwaukee 15,
Toronto starter Todd
NewYork5
Stottlemyre (10-10) gave up
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Ted
three runs on six hits over 5 2- Higuera won his first game in
3 innings. Danny Cox, Mark over two years Wednesday,
Eichhorn, Al Leiter and Duane holding New York to four hits
Ward followed. Ward got the in five shutout innings as
last four outs for his 40th save. Milwaukee defeated the
Mike Moore (12-9), who Yankees 15-5.
gave up eight hits in four
The Brewers had 16 hits
innings, left trailing 5-0. John and matched a club record
Olerud had a two-out RBI sin- with 15 walks - three with the
gle in the first, Darnell Coles bases loaded.

GOLDEN CONIB
Beauty and tanning salon
1 0 tans for $30 or $4 a session

Haircuts $7.75 and up
Perms $35 and up
Mary-Kay cosmetics & facials available thru Deb
1205 3rd St.
1 ~ Blocks

345-7530

N. Lincoln

w/coupon exp Nov. 18, 1993

s-

THURSDAY NITE AT_

Mother's.

•

BUCK NITE!
• DRAFTS ......... LITE, MILLER
• BOTTLES ....... LITE, GD, GD LIGHT
• PITCHERS ...... 2 BUCKS~.,.
•DRINKS
PLUS ... Food and Shooter Specia

Higuera, who underwent
rotator cuff surgery in August
1991, was making his sixth
start of the season after missing all last year.
Higuera (1-3) walked three
and struck out seven in matching his season high with five
innings.
The victory was Higuera's
first since June 23, 1991 when
he beat Seattle. His career
record against the Yankees is
13-4.
Milwaukee chased Jim
Abbott (10-12) with a four-run
second, three coming on Robin
Yount's bases-loaded double.
Jose Valentin hit his first
major league homer, a threerun shot in the fifth off Rich
Monteleone, to make it 8-0.

A HERFF JONES DUET

It's An OfferThat'll Rock You •••

eCt~

Boston6,
Baltimore5
BOSTON (AP) - Roger
Clemens struggled to his first
home win in eight weeks as
the Boston Red Sox beat the
Orioles 6-5 Wednesday night
to prevent Baltimore from
moving into second place in
the AL East.
Tim N aehring drove in
three runs with a pair of doubles for Boston, which won at
home for only the third time in
13 games.

Order ye>Ur Herff Jones college ring
and we'll throw .In a free performance by your
favorite artist - on comp.ct disc, of course.
,,->

/

S.. your Herlf Jona

,

,.,,,...,,mt#W fw delalt..

tERFF JONES

I ._._

REPRESENTATIVE IN UNIVERSITY UNION LOBBY
· . Wed&Thurs11104pm
Gold Discour111: $30 - $100
•
---•

Alpha Sigma Tau
Congratu[ates tliose wlio achieved
academic etteeCCence
for tlie Spring 1993 semester
3.5-&.. Above
Tricia Bill
Stacy Brown
Anne Chobot
Michele Dodson

joAnne Gugliotta
Robyn McNally
Rachel Novak
Christina Roemer

3.0-3.5

e
84~·iC4iC4

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!

1111~111111:111111111111111111-1111•111111::111:1111111
Italian- ham,salarni, pepperoni, mozzarella, lettuce, tomato and Italian dressing.
Meatball- meatballs and sauce.
Ham & Chee5e- ham, mozzarella, lettuce, Italian dressing.
Itcllian Beef...I~llan roast beet, aujus and pepperoncini.
Poor Boy·..~. ~i, mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing.
Sicilian- ham, salami, pepperoni, special sauce and mozzarella.
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery
All Sandwiches $3 22

Yvette Anderson
Tracy Bowman
Vicki Bryant
Cara Callanan
Karrie Capri.o
Kristyn Clarke
Amy Collins
· Amy Edwards
Debbie Hindman
Amy Hoyt
Kim Jostes
Mary Beth Long

JoAnna Metalios
Amy Miller
Jennifer Patzmann
Kristin Samojendy
Carolina Schena
Melissa Schroer
Heather Sloan
Lori Sloan
Jennifer Smith
Laurel Sozhacki
Krissy Tutt
Viki Walker

Let S 1(?ep 'Up tfie <;;reat 'Wor/(J
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Utah
• From page 12

us," Ralston said. "She knows how to put
the ball away. She's really been effective.
But, as I've said before, we need more people to step into that role.
"I know that Kim (Traub) has also been
doing the job," Ralston said. "But were
hoping other players can fill that role.
Somebody else has to take charge against
Utah, especially since it's the game be.fore
the conference season begins."
But Ralston knows that a chance to play
again at home will help the Panthers' spirits.

ll
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"It's nice to have a little rest and to be
at home," Ralston said. "The game at
home against DePaul was tough because it
was immediately after the San Diego
Tourney. So we were a little burned us out.
But hopefully, well be fresh this time
around."
And while Ralston is not entirely sure
about the Lady Panthers' chances of being
victorious, she's remaining very optimistic.
"I just don't know at this point," Ralston
admitted. "We have the potential and the
talent of playing competitive with Utah.
We just have to be ready to play because
this will be a challenge."

Sadler _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Frompage 1.2

Sadler is not only confident in this year's
team, but the team's performance in the
future as well.
·~
"I think (the freshmen) are doing an excellent job." said Sadler. She noted that Jennifer
Damon and Vanessa Wells are key contributors, while Monica Brown and Paula Stephen
have been hard workers. Sadler went on to
say that the volleyball squad, in the next few
seasons, "will definitely be a strong team."
Of course Sadler is quick to give credit to
others, especially her parents.
"No doubt about it, my parents have greatly influenced and supported me in whatever

I do."
She also mentions senior Amy
VanEekeren, who is her best friend as well
as her roommate. "Amy has helped me
tremendously, whether it be on or off the
court."
Sadler also said that she thinks Eastern
can win the conference, as long as they play
up to their potential.
"We didn't play as hard as we could have
last year against Northern Illinois (conference champions). But with our new attitude,
not only can we beat Northern, but capture
the conference as well." Sadler said.
Those are powerful words coming from a
5-foot-9-inch stick of dynamite.

stands at 1-1 as they prepare college football map and
" From page 12
for their last game prior to bring more I-A games to the
loss at McN eese State, cur- the opening of the Gateway Panthers' schedule in the
rently the No. 2 team in 1- Conference season.
future.
AA. Would a win over a weak
A win over Navy would
With Navy as the only I-A
1-A team be consolation for certainly restore the team's opponent on the Panthers'
the McNeese loss? It can't confidence to the level it was schedule, Saturday will be
hurt.
at following...the .season-open- .their only. opportunity .this .
"It would do a heck of a lot ing win over Murray St.ate.
year to gain a victory of that
for our confidence," Eastern
It could serve as a rallying kind.
coach Bob Spoo said. "There's point and send the team on to
No matter how you look at,
no question about that.
potential success the rest of Saturday's game presents an
"Not onl beating a I-A theway._ _ _ _ _ _ __
~mitythat
'
opponent, but also recovering
It could make conference along every day.
from the loss last week. It ·opponents think twice before
would do wonders for our writing a game with Eastern
- Robert Manker is a staff
mindset."
writer for the Daily Eastern
off as an easy win.
The Panthers' record
It could put Eastern on the News.

Men's tennis to
open on road...
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

Eastern's men's tennis
team opens its season at
Illinois State's · Redbird
Classic on Friday. Many
familiar faces are back for
head coach John Bennett's
squad, as they try to improve
on last year's up and down
season.
The Panthers return all of
their starting personnel from
a year ago, and hope to play
spoiler in many of their
matches this year.
"We're going to be the
underdog in almost every
match," said Bennett. "I think
we'll meet our goals. Ally goal
we have would be to get some
upsets."
Last semester, muc;h of
Eastern's schedule was left
unfinished due to rainouts
and to other universities not
showing ·up for matches.
Practices and conditioning
seem to be following in the
footsteps of last year.
"We've . already had one
vacation day and we've had
rain," said Bennett. "So that
has broken our practices a few
times. They (practices)
haven't been consistent yet."
The Redbird Classic will be
somewhat of a warm-up for
Bennett's squad. Practice time
has been limited due to try-

EID -Invitational~By DAN FIELDS
StaffWrtter

The women's tennis season
gets underway this Saturday,
as Eastern hosts the annual
EIU Classic.
fered more than anything one for Eastern's players.
Besides Eastern, other
with the loss (last week)," They are scheduled to take a
teams scheduled for the tourSpoo said.
bus tour of Washington D.C.
nament include Chicago St.ate,
The trip to Annapolis, Md., Thursday and are to tour the
Butler, and University of
will also be an educational Naval Academy on Friday.
Illinois/Chicago.
Coach John Ross said that
even though his team is not
100 percent healthwise, they
should finish respectably.
"All three of my capt.ams are
just 12 strokes off the pace of with82 . .
"I think we played well and injured (Theresa Ramage,
the Indianapolis Grey squad the tournament champions.
have been showing steady S~mantha Wulfers and
Leading the way for Eastern improvement," said Luken. "If Melissa Welch), but we will try
was Mike Haase with a 77, we can just keep getting better to make the best of it," said
while Jamie Reid shot 78, Jeff each week, we should be OK Ross.
According to Ross, the
Schuette 81 and John Arm- come e conference time."
strong and Greg Cassada each
- Staff report, favorite seems to be Chicago

Golf finishes fifth at Indy
The Eastern golf squad performed well, according to coach
Paul Luken, finishing fifth in
the 12-team University of
Indianapolis Invitational on
Wednesday afternoon.
The Panthers finished the
day with a team score of 318,
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outs earlier in the season and
because of challenge matches
between teammates to determine the lineup.
Injuries that were a constant fixture on last year's
squad are still present this
semester, but not as serious.
Junior George Macy has been
bothered with ankle problems
and sophomore Dennis
Alexander continues to be
nagged by an elbow injury.
"I know he (Alexander) still
has arm problems from time
to time," said Bennett. "I don't
know if it corresponds with
how much tennis he· plays, or
on a given day whether his
arm is going to hurt or not.
But he has had some problems already this year."
Bennett said he is confident
in his team's ability this year.
The experience factor should
contribute greatly to the
panthers' success.
"I expect us to look stronger
just from being a year older
and having a year more of
experience," said Bennett.
"That's what it has looked like
in practice. It looks like
they're going out there expecting to be good and expecting
to be at a certain level."
The Panthers compete in
the Redbird Classic on Friday
and Saturday and also have a
meet against Western Illinois
on Saturday.

... women host

·F undail1entals------• From page 12
Spoo said that the
Panthers should be at full
strength heading into
Saturday. "Our pride suf-

•

Entertainment
I
Back by Popular Demand I
1
TUCKER
Delivering mind blowing
catastrophic noise over a 10,000
watt mega bass sound system and
intense illuminations
Playing Chicago deephouse

I
I
I
I
I

State, as their top player,
Martha Gates, is regarded as
one of the best in the conference.
"Chicago State is always a
strong team," said Ross. "It's
good to have them come down
(to Eastern), especially Gates,
as she is a quality athlete."
But even though Ross gives
ample credit to Chicago St.ate,
he is not abandoning his own
squad.
''For being this early in the
year, these teams will pose a
real challenge for us," said
Ross. ''But I think we can compete with anyone in the field."
Most·of the matches will be
played at the Weller Courts,
while a few will be played at
Thomas Courts.
The tournament gets underway Saturday at 9:00 a.m.

Drink Specials
25¢ 16 oz Drafts

$1.50 Pitchers
$1.00 Long Necks
$1.00 Roe's shots
$1.50 Triple Shot Jumbo Mixers
$1.50 Imports
Jack Daniels, Bacardi, Seg 7,
Tanqueray, V.O., etc.

The Dail.J Baultem Neu

Volleyball prepares for next step
A tall ·o rder

With Utah

Sadler has
take~ a big
step already

By ANTHONY NASELLA

By DAN FIELDS

/

stands next
Staffwrtter

,.

Staffwrtter

-T he Lady Panthers may be fresh off. a second-place finish at last week's Missouri
Invitational, but they will be facing a tall
,order in more ways then one against the
University of Utah Thursday night in McAfee
G~asium

Not only are the Utes currently 7-2 on the
season, but Utah possesses six players who
are at least six-feet tall, giving them a serious
height advantage over the Lady.Panthers.
"It will be very tough to match up with
their height," said Ralston, who's team comes
in at 3-6. "And we still need to improve on our
serve-receive patterns. Lack of good passing
has hurt us and passing will be the key
against such a tall team.
"Utah has definitely played a tough schedule," said Ralston, who referred to the Utes'
contests against teams like New Mexico State
and Montana. "They're probably going to be
one of the toughest teams we face this season."
Ralston, though, did point out that Eastern
played a number of teams with substantial
height at the San Diego Tourney, giving the
Lady Panthers somewhat of an idea of what's
ahead against Utah.
"This won't be the first tall team we play,"
Ralston noted. "This shouldn't bother us too
much."
One playei: looking to stand tall in her own
right tonight is Kaaryn Sadler. Sadler, who's
13th in the nation and second in the MidContinent Conference in kills per game (4.30),
was named to the All-Tournament team at the
Missouri Invitational and is definitely surpassing preseason expectations.
·
"Kaaryn is doing an outstanding job for
• Continued on page 11

EAN ESKRA/Assoc. photo editor

Junior Kaaryn Sadler hasn't spent much- time tied up by
the net this season, leading Eastern in hitting percentage,
kills and digs per game.
·

Dynamite - defined by Webster's
Dictionary as being "anything potentially
dangerous".
The term could also be used to define Lady
Panthers' volleyball player Kaaryn Sadler.
But her performance thus far is too explosive
to go unnoticed.
A junior, Sadler already ha~ earned many
awards, including her most recent achievement of being named to the All-Tournament
Team at the University of Missouri
Tournament. Despite the honors, Sadler is
quick to identify herself as a team player.
"Winning is my main concern," said Sadler,
"but I always do what's best for the team."
Even though the Lady Panthers are off to a
cold start, Sadler is just heating up.
Sadler's hitting percentage is .311, which
leads the Lady Panthers and ranks fourth in
the Mid-Continent Conference. She also leads
the team in kills per game (second in conference) and digs per game (third in conference).
Even though her statistics speak for themselves, Sadler has been noticed by others as
well.
Eastern volleyball coach Betty Ralston
describes Sadler as "the most consistent player on this year's squad, so far."
Sadler has currently performed past all of
Ralston's expectations, but there is still one
flaw in her game.
"The only thing Kaaryn needs to do is
improve her serving game." said Ralston.
"Other than that, she has an excellent allaround game."'
Ralston also went on to mention that
Sadler "is definitely our best all-around player."
• Continued on page 11

FoOtball is going back ·.WIJ.atever happens at
to a fundamental game ·Navy, Eastern wins
By DON O'BRIEN

Staff editor
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo is
stressing to his team that it executes its fundamentals this
Saturday wlien it plays the Naval
Academy.
Spoo said that he would like
his Panthers to be more fundamentally sound that they were in
a 49-7 loss to McNeese State last
Saturday.
·
"We didn't fundamentally execute anything (against McNeese),"
said Spoo, whose Panthers turned
the ball over nine times. "In
essence, the offense didn't perform at all."
Eastern quarterback Jeff
Thorne was intercepted seven
times and running back Willie
High fumbled the ball away twice
in the loss . .
Spoo has no doubts that they
will bounce back against the
Midshipmen, who are the
Panthers only Division I-A opponent this season.
"Jeff takes that stuff seriously,"

Spoo said. "He knows full well his
responsibility and will respond
favorably this week. He is a competitor and competitors will
rebound."
. Spoo knows that in order to
better their performance this
week, the Panthers have to stay
away from the turnovers.
"We have to stay away from
turnovers," he said. "Every coach
says it, but turnovers will do you
in ultimately. We got the ball back
from them (McNeese had five
turnovers), but we failed on con- .
vert on those situations."
As part of the remedy to the
situation, Spoo said that sophomore running back Chris Hicks
will see more time in the backfield this weekend. Junior Bill
Korosec along with High and
Thorne have been starting in the
Panther backfield.
"Chris is a reliable player,"
Spoo said. "After the breakdown
last week, he will see time with
Korosec and High."
• Continued on page 11

Eastern lost its
Panthers' last playoff season of 1989.
last
football
It would bestow sdme respect upon a
game, but the
team that hasn't had a winning record
Panthers aren't
since that same year and isn't exactly
mired in a long
expected to set the world on fire this
losing streak. ·
season either.
It's not a tradiAnd, win or lose, the game will net
tional rivalry.
the Eastern athletic budget at least
The two teams
$65,000.
have never even
So what's to lose? Nothing.
When large programs like Navy'~
played one anoth- Robert
seek games with the smaller Easterns
er.
Manker
The opponent's
of the world, the talk in the athletic
not a national
director's office usually goes something
power. They haven't done any better · like this:
than a dismal 1-10 record the last two
"Well guys, it looks like we need one
years.
more opponent for the '93 season. Find
It's not even homecoming. In fact, me some small school from the
the game is 650 miles away.
Midwest1 and pay 'em a lot of money t.o
Yet one can't help but feel that a win come here so we can beat the pants oft'
over Navy Saturday would be some- 'em."
thing very special.
The Midshipmen don't expect to lose
So what is it about this game with this game. They're probably looking at
these guys from Annapolis, Md.? it as one of their few shots at a win this
Satisfaction? Respect? Money?
season, especially ~th opponents like
Army and Notre Dame waiting down
All of the above.
A win over Navy would give the the line.
Panthers their first win over a Division
Then there's Eastern.
The Panthers are coniing off a 49-7
I-A team since a 21-17 victory over the
University of Akron during the
"' Continued on page 12

